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Abstract
For generation of photons above 100-keV with a
magnetic field strength in the range 0.2-0.5 Tesl% an
undulator wavelength ~ shorter than 5 mm may be
needed with beam in the Advanced Photon Source (APS)
storage ring. A microwave beam waveguide undulator
system has been investigated for generation of such light.
The waveguide structure consists of two parallel reflector
surfaces that can be derived from an elliptically
cylindrical waveguide. The structure can support
deflecting ~
modes with very low microwave loss. A
microwave ring resonator circuit employing the beam
waveguide is considered to construct an undulator with
the above requirement. Microwave properties of the beam
waveguide structure have been investigate
and the
design criteria for a microwave undulator are discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Undulatory and wigglers that use microwave fields can
have short undulator wavelength that is usefil to
generate high photon energy x-rays above 100 keV. A
microwave tmdulator using a fimdamental mode
waveguide was reported in [1] and elsewhere. The
tlmdamental mode waveguides carE have certain
limitations for a short undulator wavelength less than
several millimeters due to narrow gap between metal
walls and higher rf loss. The small aperture can be a
problem for the beam passing through the undulator ar=,
a microwave undulator with a physically large aperture is
of interest. Using an overmoded quasi-optical beam
waveguide can be useful to achieve the goal with low loss
[2]. The microwave beam waveguide can support all TE
and TM modes, but T’& modes (m=odd integer) are the
usefhl modes for the undulator. With openings between
the two reflectors, most unwanted modes may be damped
completely. By constructing a ring resonator circuit with
the beam waveguide, a microwave undulator can be
possible with a reasonably low power microwave source.
Parameters of the electron beam in the Advanced
Photon Source (AI%) storage ring are show-q in Table 1.
The first harmonic synchrotrons radiation spectra on
beam axis (8=0°) for various undulator fields are shown
in Figure 1. The calculations were made in XOP [3][4]
and show brilliance vs. photon energy around 100 keV
with the undulator wavelength &=4.5 mm at three
undulator field strengths.
“Work supporfccl by U. S. Depssrfment of Ener~.
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Figure 1: Brilliance vs. photon energy of first harmonic
undulator radiation of the APS beam, ~=4.5 mm, N=400
periods, L=l.8 m.

2 BEAM WAVEGUIDE
A microwave beam waveguide and its T& mode field
distribution are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Two
extxuded concave reflectors are used with a gap between
the two. The gap is important in order to provide
damping of higher-order TE and TM modes and vacuum
pumping for a practical tmdulator. The higher-order
‘Em and TMm modes (nSO) may not be supported by
the open structure since the radiation loss through the
openings can be significant.
The field strength needs to be uniform within a certain
window area for coherent photon generation. The
standing wave due to the transverse resonance has the
transverse wavelength kt~ >2.. For a sinusoidal field
variation, 59’%0 window gives 1VO change from the peak
field. The Gaussian microwave beam waist is given as
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At qve~ sector, each of the four cavity field probes
drives a dedicated envelope detector, the DC output ofwhich is then converted from single-ended to. balanced
output by an active line converter. The balanced outputs
of all four balanced converters are then combined at each
sector using a passive resistor network. This DC sum is
sent to another DC-combiner chassis that sums the two
sector-pair DC outputs together and generates a DC signal
directly proportional to the combined field probe power
in eight cavities. This signal is converted to single-ended
topology and applied to the input of a VXI-based PID
controller, which allows for remote control of
proportional, integd, and differential (PID) gain in the
feedback loop, plus remote loop setpoint adjustment. The
PID controller output is then converted from single-ended
to a pair of equal-amplitude balanced outputs, which are
then each sent via single-pair cable to the external modanode voltage control input of the two rf stations that can
drive the sector-pair of cavities. This signal controls the
rf system output power by increasing or decreasing the
operator-selected kIystron mod-anode voltage regulator
setpoint value.
The AGC feedback system rdso includes control logic
that permits feedback control of the rf system output
powers under conditional constraints. Each rf station has
a logic control chassis that allows feedback to be engaged
on the rf station only if all of the following conditions are
mec
● system
operator consciously selects gap
voltage feedback operation,
● the collector-dissipation interlock is set [2],
● the particular rf system output is switched into
the ring,
● a minimum of seven out of the eight cavities
in the sector-pair are in tune, and
● the klystron has a sufficient level of rf drive.
If any of these conditions are not me~ a situation is
defined where feedback control of the rf system output
power either is not desired or not possible. The control
logic chassis will then disable the AGC feedback control
w[tiin 6 ms. This reaction time has proven fast enough to
prevent klystron outgassing caused by sudden Iarge
increases in beam current when the AGC loop is suddenly
opened.

3 RF SYSTEM POWER OUTPUT
CONTROL
The AGC feedback system uses a four-quadrant analog
multiplier [3] on an interface card to externally control
the klystron mod-anode voltage (see Fig. 2). The DC
control signal from the AGC feedback system is used as a
value by which to multiply the operator-selected modanode regulator setpoint voltage, thus providing the
ability to increase and decrease the klystron beam current
in response to the feedback system commands. The
external mod-anode control cad converts the balanced-
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Figure 2: External mod-anode control interface
Iine f&dback control signal to single-ended, and also
diode-clips the feedback control signal in the negative
direction so that the analog multiplier cannot generate a
mod-anode setpoint voltage significantly lower than the
operator-selected setpoint value. It provides DC offset
controls to optimize the available range of the setpoint
multiplication to a maximum of 1.5, which will result in
approximately 4 dB of klystron rf output power control
range. The use of an aualog multiplier for this function
has two discrete advantages, (1) the AGC feedback
system can never increase the klystron mod-anode
voltage by more” than approx. 1.5, and (2) the operator
still has control of the baseline value for mod-anode
setpoin~ The feedback is disabled on the external control
card by a fast reed relay that shorts the analog feedback
control signal input when the feedback logic control
chassis detects an operating condition that is not
compatible with engaged feedback. The Experimental
Physics Industrial Control System (EPICS) [4] remotecontrol screens have been developed to aI1ow for remote
operator control and monitoring of the feedback control
logic chassis and system DC operating points from all
operating locations.

4 FEEDBACK SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Two methods of generating the analog feedback system
input signal were tested to determine which would
perform best for this application. One method used the
vector-sum of eight field probe rf signals (see Fig. 3),
which was then envelope-detected to develop a DC
voltage proportional to the amplitude of the combined
field probe rf signals. The other method used the DCsum of eight individual field-probe envelope detector
outputs (see Fig. 1). The performance of both analog
feedback system methods was measured. During these
tests, eight storage ring cavities were under analogfeedback gap voltage control, while the other eight
cavities were regulated using the traditional software
control law gap-voltage regulation system.
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It was found that using the vector-sum of eight fieldprobe rf signals as the feedback system input r&ulted in
very poor gap voltage regulation in response to beam
loading. At a stored current of 100 mA, the combined
gap voltage of the eight cavities under analog control had
sagged approximately 14% from injection-power levels.
This poor regulation was caused by phase-to-amplitude
cross-modulation of the field probe rf signals when they
were combined in the rf regime. Because each of the
storage ring cavities and their associated tuner control
systems react differently to cavity beam loading effects, a
vector-sum of individual cavity field probe signals will
always contain an amplitude distortion generated by the
differential phase shifts of the individual signals. This
amplitude distortion affects the gap voltage regulation by
allowing the beam to unevenly load the cavities without
causing a corresponding reduction in the vector-sum
field-probe signal applied to the gap voltage feedback
system input. Phase-to-amplitude cross-modulation of
the combined field-probe signals creates an artificial
increase in total field probe signal level; therefore the
feedback system does not call for more rf power to
combat the beam loading effects, and the gap voltage sags
as more beam is stored.
Using the DC-sum of individual field-probe envelope
detector outputs as the feedback system input produced
much better gap voltage regulation. By combining DC
signals proportional to the amplitude of the individual
cavity field probe powers, differential phase errors
between the cavity field probe rf signals are ignored; the
resulting signal is a very sensitive indicator of the
combined cavity Q reduction caused by beam loading. It
allowed the feedback system to accurately detect beam
loading and increase the rf power to the cavities in order
to maintain 9.4-MV total gap voltage, with no detectable
sag from injection to 102 mA stored current.
Closed-1oop frequency response measurements on the
AGC feedback system were performed (see Fig. 4). The
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Figure 4 AGC system closed-loop response test

Figure 3: Rf vector-sum feedback input signal
generation
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rapid roll-off of the loop ikquency response above
approximately 150 Hz is caused by the limited operating
bandwidth of the mod-anode regulator.

,

5 CONCLUSION
The analog gap voltage regulation system has been
successful in providing good storage ring gap voltage
regulation in response to beam loading effects up to
102 rnA stored beam.
This system will reduce the
number of klystron and cavity-related vacuum trips due to
overpower events when beam is lost or dumped. Closedloop fkxpency response tests indicate that the loop
operates in a stable region and has adequate bandwidth
for the application. This system will be fully installed at
APS by Apfl of 1999.
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